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Studying the smallest self-bound dark matter structure in our Universe can yield important clues
about the fundamental particle nature of dark matter. Galaxy-scale strong gravitational lensing
provides a unique way to detect and characterize dark matter substructures at cosmological dis-
tances from the Milky Way. Within the cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm, the number of low-
mass subhalos within lens galaxies is expected to be large, implying that their contribution to the
lensing convergence field is approximately Gaussian and could thus be described by their power
spectrum. We develop here a general formalism to compute from first principles the substructure
convergence power spectrum for different populations of dark matter subhalos. As an example, we
apply our framework to two distinct subhalo populations: a truncated Navarro-Frenk-White subhalo
population motivated by standard CDM, and a truncated cored subhalo population motivated by
self-interacting dark matter (SIDM). We study in detail how the subhalo abundance, mass function,
internal density profile, and concentration affect the amplitude and shape of the substructure power
spectrum. We determine that the power spectrum is mostly sensitive to a specific combination of
the subhalo abundance and moments of the mass function, as well as to the average tidal truncation
scale of the largest subhalos included in the analysis. Interestingly, we show that the asymptotic
slope of the substructure power spectrum at large wave number reflects the internal density profile of
the subhalos. In particular, the SIDM power spectrum exhibits a characteristic steepening at large
wave number absent in the CDM power spectrum, opening the possibility of using this observable,
if at all measurable, to discern between these two scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our Universe, structure formation based on the Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) paradigm [1–4] has been extremely
successful at explaining the large-scale distribution of
matter across cosmic times. On subgalactic scales how-
ever, assessing whether CDM provides a good fit to obser-
vations is significantly more difficult. On the one hand,
baryonic processes can play an important role on these
scales [5–13], thus significantly affecting the dark mat-
ter distribution inside galaxies and their satellites, and
making it difficult to compute robust theoretical predic-
tions that can be compared to observations. On the other
hand, star formation becomes increasingly inefficient in
low-mass CDM halos [14, 15], rendering their detection
and characterization within the Local Group quite chal-
lenging.
Further complicating the picture is the fact that key
aspects of the particle nature of dark matter might have
important consequences on these subgalactic scales. For
instance, significant dark matter free streaming [16–20]
or possible interactions with relativistic species [21–31]
at early times can substantially reduce the number of
low-mass subhalos orbiting a typical galaxy [32–34]. In
addition, dark matter self-interaction [35–38] could mod-
ify the density profile of main and satellite halos [34, 39–
44] away from the standard CDM prediction [45]. Other
dark matter particle candidates such as ultralight axions
[46, 47] might also lead to interesting phenomenology on
small scales (see e.g. Refs. [48, 49]).
Disentangling the impact of dark matter physics on
structure formation from that of baryons is key to prob-
ing the fundamental nature of dark matter. While it is
never entirely possible to neglect the influence of baryonic
structures on the evolution of the small-scale dark mat-
ter distribution (see, e.g. Ref. [13]), it can be minimized
by focusing our attention on the lowest mass subhalos
present in galaxies. As mentioned above, these small
subhalos are largely devoid of stars, which makes them
less susceptible to baryonic feedback effects, while their
abundance and internal structure are quite sensitive to
the particle nature of dark matter, making them an im-
portant laboratory to test the consistency of the CDM
paradigm on small scales.
These dark subhalos could potentially be probed
within the Local Group using detailed observations of
tidal streams [50–54] or the motion of stars within the
Milky Way disk [55, 56]. Beyond our local neighborhood
however, gravitational lensing is the only technique ca-
pable of probing low-mass subhalos at cosmological dis-
tances from the Milky Way. In particular, galaxy-scale
strong lensing systems in which a massive foreground
galaxy is multiply-imaging a background source (such as
another galaxy or a quasar) constitute ideal environments
to study the cosmological population of low-mass dark
subhalos. For instance, the study of flux-ratio anoma-
lies in strongly lensed quasars [57–63] has lead to a mea-
surement of the typical abundance of mass substructures
within lens galaxies [64], and has also been used to put
constraints on the position and mass of potential individ-
ual subhalos within the lens galaxies [65–67].
Individual mass substructure can also be detected by
carefully examining the surface brightness variation of ex-
tended lensed arcs and rings. This direct “gravitational
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2imaging” [68, 69] has lead to the statistically significant
detection of a few mass substructures with masses above
∼ 108M [70–72]. A somewhat similar technique using
spatially resolved spectroscopic observations of gravita-
tional lenses [73, 74] has also lead to the direct detection
of a ∼ 109M subhalo [75]. Taken together, these mea-
surements can be used to put constraints on the subhalo
mass function (see, e.g. Refs. [76–78]).
The main limitation of direct subhalo detection efforts
is that only the most massive substructures lying within
or very close to lensed arcs can be detected with large
statistical significance. While not directly detectable,
smaller mass substructures or those lying further away
from lensed images could still potentially lead to observ-
able effects on the lensing signal, especially on the rel-
ative arrival time delay between lensed images [79, 80],
but also on extended arcs. For instance, Refs. [81–83]
have recently proposed statistical techniques to harness
the constraining power from these marginal detections
on the properties and abundance of dark matter subha-
los within lens galaxies.
Within the CDM paradigm, the subhalo mass func-
tion is expected to rise rapidly toward smaller masses
[84], implying that typical lensed images could be per-
turbed by a fairly large number of unresolved low-mass
substructures. In this limit, it becomes somewhat im-
practical to phrase the perturbations to lensed images in
terms of individual subhalos. A more fruitful approach in
this case is to describe the substructure convergence field
in terms of its n-point correlation functions. For CDM,
the large number of small-mass subhalos contributing to
the total substructure convergence field implies that the
statistics of the latter should be nearly Gaussian. In
this case, we expect the two-point correlation function
(or its Fourier transform, the power spectrum) to domi-
nate the statistical description of the substructure field.
This last point was put forth in Ref. [85] to motivate an
exploratory study of the detectability of the substruc-
ture convergence power spectrum within lens galaxies
using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA). In practice, given that strong lensing is
probing the matter density field deep in the nonlinear
regime, we do not expect the substructure density field
to be entirely Gaussian. Nevertheless, measuring the sub-
structure power spectrum might still lead to important
insights about the abundance and internal structure of
subhalos within lens galaxies.
Interestingly, Ref. [85] showed that it is possible, in
principle, to measure the substructure convergence power
spectrum by looking at the correlations of lensed image
residuals, once a model image obtained from a purely
smooth lens potential is subtracted from the data. They
further showed that deep observations of strong gravita-
tional lenses with ALMA could lead to 3-σ detection of
the nonvanishing amplitude of the substructure power
spectrum (at least if there is abundant substructure,
which is the case in CDM). Given that such measure-
ments might be possible in the near future, the immedi-
ate question that comes to mind is: What will we learn
about low-mass subhalos from measuring the substructure
convergence power spectrum?
In this paper, we present some much-needed answers
to this question. Using the standard halo model [86] as
our framework, we first develop a general formalism to
compute the power spectrum of the convergence field on
the lens plane due to substructure. We extend the ini-
tial approach presented in Ref. [85] to include subhalo
populations that are not necessarily isotropic and homo-
geneous, and also take into account the 2-subhalo term.
This formalism is developed in a way that makes it easy
to change the statistical properties of the population as
well as the intrinsic properties of subhalos, in order to
facilitate its application to different dark matter scenar-
ios. As an example we apply it to two different subhalo
populations: one in which subhalos are modeled as trun-
cated Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) halos as would oc-
cur in standard CDM, and another one in which they
are modeled as truncated cored halos as would happen
in the presence of self-interacting dark matter (SIDM).
We choose the latter because of there is evidence of cored
density profiles in at least some of the Local Group satel-
lites (e.g. Refs. [87–89]). We then use these two examples
as a springboard to discuss how the internal structure,
statistical properties, and abundance of low-mass subha-
los affect the shape and amplitude of the substructure
convergence power spectrum.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
our halo model-based formalism to compute the substruc-
ture convergence power spectrum from first principles.
In Sec. III we apply this formalism to study the 1- and
2-subhalo contributions to the substructure power spec-
trum from a population of truncated NFW subhalos. In
Sec. IV we turn our attention to the substructure power
spectrum in the presence of a population of truncated
cored subhalos, highlighting along the way the differences
from the NFW case. We finally discuss our findings and
conclude in Sec. V.
II. SUBSTRUCTURE STATISTICS WITHIN
THE HALO MODEL
We work within the framework of the halo model [86],
where all the dark matter is bound in roughly spherical
halos. Within this model, the dark matter content of a
typical lens galaxy is comprised of a smooth dark mat-
ter halo containing most the galaxy’s mass, as well as a
certain number of subhalos orbiting within the smooth
halo. In the following, we will be concerned with these
subhalos.
A. Preliminaries: Subhalo statistics
We work in projected two-dimensional (2D) space,
with r denoting the projected 2D vector in the plane
3of the sky. The total convergence at a given point r on
the lens plane is
κtot(r) = κ0(r) + κsub(r), (1)
where κ0 denotes the contribution from the smooth lens
model (dark matter + baryons) and κsub denotes that
from the subhalos. Note that the convergence is nothing
more than the projected mass along the line of sight Σ
in units of the critical density for lensing, κ ≡ Σ/Σcrit,
where Σcrit depends on the angular diameter distance
between the observer and the source Dos, the observer
and the lens Dol and the lens and the source Dls:
Σcrit =
c2Dos
4piGDolDls
. (2)
Here, G is the gravitational constant and c the speed of
light.
The convergence is also related to the projected New-
tonian gravitational potential φ via the Poisson equa-
tion: O2φ = 2κ. According to the standard CDM model,
a typical lens galaxy will contain a large population of
subhalos, all of which contribute to κsub as:
κsub(r) =
Nsub∑
i=1
κi(r− ri,mi,qi), (3)
where κi and ri are the convergence and the position of
the ith subhalo, respectively, mi is the total mass of the
ith subhalo, and the qi’s are sets of parameters that de-
termine the internal properties of the ith subhalo. Nsub is
the total number of subhalos contributing to the lensing
convergence at position r. Note that in Eq. (3) we have
taken advantage of the fact that the overall contribution
of the subhalo population is equivalent to the sum of the
effect of each subhalo, which follows from the linearity
of Poisson’s equation. Since the convergence profile of
a subhalo is always directly proportional to the subhalo
mass mi, it is useful to define κˆi ≡ Σcritκi/mi. The ad-
vantage of this notation is that κˆi obeys a very simple
normalization condition∫
d2ri κˆi(ri,qi) = 1, (4)
independent of the value of qi. Here, the integral runs
over the whole lens plane.
In general, it is impossible to know the mass, posi-
tion, and internal properties of every subhalo within a
lens galaxy. Instead, we would like to determine the
“ensemble-averaged” properties of gravitational lensing
observables given the statistical properties of subhalos,
such as their mass function and spatial distribution. We
shall denote by 〈X〉 the ensemble average of quantity X
over all possible realizations of the subhalo density field
within a lens galaxy. On the other hand, the notation X¯
will be used to denote the “spatial” average of X over a
given area of the lens plane.
Let us assume that all the statistical properties of sub-
halos within a lens galaxy are captured by a probability
distribution function P(r,m,q). It is, in general, a very
good approximation (see Refs. [84, 90]) to assume that
the mass and projected position of a subhalo are uncorre-
lated. This allows us to write the overall distribution as a
product of a mass and position probability distributions
as follows:
P(r,m,q) = Pr(r)Pm(m)Pq(q|m, r), (5)
where we have taken into account that the intrinsic prop-
erties of a given subhalo likely depend on its mass and
position within the lens galaxy. The distribution Pr(r)
contains all the information about the projected spatial
distribution of subhalos within the host galaxy. Given a
projected number density nsub(r) of subhalos, the prob-
ability of finding a subhalo within an area d2r centered
at position r is
Pr(r)d2r = nsub(r)d
2r∫
A
d2rnsub(r)
, (6)
where A is the area of the lens plane where we have sen-
sitivity to substructures (see below). The denominator
in Eq. (6) is just the total number of subhalos within the
area A ∫
A
d2rnsub(r) = Nsub ≡ A n¯sub, (7)
where n¯sub is the average number density of subhalos
averaged over the whole area A. It is useful to write the
subhalo number density as
nsub(r) = n¯sub (1 + δ(r)) , (8)
where δ(r) is a stochastic random variable with 〈δ(r)〉 =
0. Here, the δ(r) field describes the fractional excess
probability (compared to n¯sub) of finding a subhalo at
position r. While any choice of δ(r) fully specifies the
probability density function Pr(r) as per Eq. (6) statis-
tically independent, we will, in general, be interested in
ensemble-averaging over realizations of the δ(r) field.
Numerical studies [84, 90] indicate that the 3D spa-
tial distribution of subhalos near the central part of the
host has a rather weak radial dependence. Taking into
account projection effects and the fact that galaxy-scale
strong lensing is mostly probing a small region near the
projected center of the host, it is usually an excellent
approximation to take 〈nsub(r)〉 = n¯sub = constant.
The subhalo mass probability distribution can be writ-
ten as
Pm(m) ≡ 1
Nsub
dNsub
dm
, (9)
where dNsub/dm is the standard subhalo mass function.
While our results are easily generalizable to any choice
of mass function, we restrict ourselves to a power law
4mass function, Pm ∝ mβ , for mlow < m < mhigh. In the
following, we assume that P(r,m,q) is normalized such
that ∫
dmd2r dqP(r,m,q) = 1, (10)
which is trivially satisfied by Eqs. (6) and (9).
As in most lensing calculations in the literature, the
calculations presented in the remainder of this paper as-
sume that each subhalo represents an independent draw
from the P(r,m,q) probability distribution. We em-
phasize though that this does not mean that we neglect
spatial correlations between subhalos; these are fully en-
coded in our choice of Pr(r). In this case, the probability
distribution describing the properties of the whole sub-
halo population Ppop can be factored out as a product of
the probability distribution for single subhalos
Ppop =
Nsub∏
i=1
P(ri,mi,qi). (11)
We now have all the ingredients to perform ensemble av-
erages over all possible realizations of a subhalo popula-
tion.
B. Ensemble-averaged substructure convergence
It is instructive to first compute the mean ensemble-
averaged substructure convergence on the lens plane κ¯sub.
It is given by
κ¯sub =
1
A
∫
d2s 〈κsub(s)〉 (12)
=
Nsub
A
∫
dmi dqi Pm(mi)Pq(qi)
×
∫
d2s d2ri κi(s− ri,mi,qi)Pr(ri),
where we used the fact that every term in the sum in
Eq. (3) contributes equally to κ¯sub. The result is not sur-
prising since it just states that the average convergence
for the whole population of (statistically independent)
subhalos is just Nsub times the average convergence of a
single subhalo. Next, we note that the ri integral above
is nothing more than the convolution of the subhalo den-
sity profile κi with the spatial distribution Pr. Using the
general result for the integral of a convolution,∫
d2s (f ∗ g)(s) =
∫
d2s f(s)
∫
d2r g(r), (13)
we obtain,
κ¯sub =
Nsub
AΣcrit
∫
dmi Pm(mi)mi
=
Nsub〈m〉
AΣcrit
, (14)
where we used Eq. (4). In the above, we have introduced
the notation
〈m〉 ≡
∫
dmiPm(mi)mi (15)
to denote the average subhalo mass. We note that
Eq. (14) is useful to relate Nsub and A to the physically
relevant quantities 〈m〉 and κ¯sub.
C. The power spectrum of the convergence field
We now turn our attention to the computation of
the two-point correlation function of the substructure
density field, or its Fourier transform, the substructure
power spectrum. We emphasize that we do not assume
here that the substructure convergence field is necessarily
Gaussian. As such, we do not expect the power spectrum
to characterize the substructure density field completely,
and expect higher-point correlation functions to also con-
tain nontrivial information. Nevertheless, the rapidly ris-
ing subhalo mass function toward the low-mass end in
CDM models ensures that Gaussianity is a good first ap-
proximation [80]. Importantly, the main contributors of
non-Gaussianities to the substructure field are the most
massive subhalos within the lens galaxy [85]. Since we
expect them to be directly detectable [71, 72, 74, 75],
we can limit their influence on the statistics of the κsub
field by absorbing the most massive subhalos within the
macrolens mass model κ0.
To obtain a general expression for the substructure
power spectrum Psub(k), we first compute the lens
plane-averaged connected two-point correlation function
ξsub(r) of the substructure convergence field κsub. To
simplify the derivation and avoid clutter, we first focus
exclusively on performing the spatial averages encoded in
the probability distribution Pr(r). The averages over the
subhalo mass and internal properties will be restored at
the end of the calculation. The substructure convergence
two-point function takes the form
ξsub(r) ≡ 1
A
∫
d2s
∫ ∏
i
d2riPr(ri) (16)
× (κsub(s)− κ¯sub)(κsub(s + r)− κ¯sub).
Substituting Eq. (3) in the above and using the normal-
5ization condition given in Eq. (10), we obtain
Aξsub(r) =
∑
i
∫
d2s d2riκi(s− ri)κi(s + r− ri)Pr(ri)
+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
∫
d2s d2ri d
2rjPr(ri)Pr(rj)
× κi(s− ri)κj(s + r− rj)
− κ¯sub
∑
i
∫
d2s d2riκi(s− ri)Pr(ri)
− κ¯sub
∑
i
∫
d2s d2riκi(s + r− ri)Pr(ri)
+ κ¯2sub
∫
d2s. (17)
The first term arises from ensemble-averaging over the
spatial distribution of a single subhalo (the “1-subhalo”
term), the second term arises from averaging over pairs
of distinct subhalos (the “2-subhalo” term), while the
last three terms ensure that we are computing only the
connected part of the two-point function. In the language
of the halo model, the 1-subhalo term refers to particles
or mass elements within a same subhalo, while the 2-
subhalo term is due to those in distinct subhalos. The
1-subhalo term is nothing else than the convolution of
the subhalo density profile with itself∫
d2s d2riκi(s− ri)κi(s + r− ri)Pr(ri)
=
∫
d2xκi(x)κi(x + r)
= (κi ∗ κi)(r). (18)
The 2-subhalo contribution contains Nsub(Nsub−1) iden-
tical terms which have the following form [91]∫
d2s d2ri d
2rjPr(ri)Pr(rj)κi(s− ri)κj(s + r− rj)
=
∫
d2x d2y κi(x)κj(y)(Pr ∗ Pr)(y − x− r). (19)
Using Eqs. (6) and (8), the convolution of the subhalo’s
spatial distribution is
(Pr ∗ Pr)(r) =
∫
d2sPr(s)Pr(s + r)
=
n¯2sub
N2sub
∫
d2s (1 + δ(s))(1 + δ(s + r))
=
n¯sub
N2sub
(
Nsub + n¯sub
∫
d2s (s)δ(s + r)
)
=
n¯sub
Nsub
(1 + ξss(r)) , (20)
where we have identified the two-point subhalo correla-
tion function ξss(r), which encodes spatial correlation be-
tween pairs of distinct subhalos. Finally, the three last
terms of Eq. (17) all have the same form and lead to
a net contribution of −κ¯2subA. The connected two-point
correlation function of the substructure convergence field
thus takes the form
ξsub(r) =
Nsub
A
(κi ∗ κi)(r) (21)
+
n¯subNsub(Nsub − 1)
ANsub
∫
d2x d2y κi(x)κj(y)
× (1 + ξss(y − x− r))
− κ¯2sub.
Noting that some of the integrals not involving ξss in the
second term exactly cancel the third term, we are left
with
ξsub(r) = n¯sub(κi ∗ κi)(r) (22)
+ n¯2sub
∫
d2x d2y κi(x)κj(y)ξss(y − x− r)
− n¯
2
sub
Nsub
∫
d2x d2y κi(x)κj(y) (1 + ξss(y − x− r)) .
The first two terms correspond to the 1-subhalo and 2-
subhalo terms, respectively, while the last term, sup-
pressed by an extra factor of Nsub, corresponds to the
shot noise term, which only becomes important if the
number of subhalos within the area of interest in the lens
plane is small.
It is now straightforward to compute the convergence
power spectrum by Fourier transforming Eq. (22). Using
the following Fourier transform conventions:
κ˜(k) =
∫
d2r e−ik·rκˆ(r), (23)
κˆ(r) =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
eik·rκ˜(k), (24)
the convergence power spectrum takes the form
Psub(k) =
∫
d2r e−ik·rξsub(r)
= n¯sub|κ˜i(k)|2
+ n¯2sub(1−
1
Nsub
)κ˜i(k)κ˜
∗
j (k)Pss(k), (25)
where k is the wavevector, and where we have used the
convolution theorem to perform the Fourier transform.
We note that the r-independent part of the last term in
Eq. (22) contributes an unobservable zero-mode, which
we dropped in the above. Here, Pss(k) is the Fourier
transform of the subhalo two-point correlation function
ξss(r). In the remainder of the paper we neglect the
1/Nsub term in Eq. (25).
Up to this point, the only assumptions underpinning
our calculation of the substructure convergence power
spectrum are the statistical independence of each sub-
halo within a lens galaxy, and the fact that the subhalo
internal properties qi do not depend on the subhalo posi-
tion ri. We now introduce two simplifying assumptions:
6• We take the subhalo convergence profile to be cir-
cularly symmetric, implying that κ˜i(k) = κ˜i(k).
• We assume that the subhalo two-point correlation
function ξss is homogeneous and isotropic, hence
leading to Pss(k) = Pss(k).
Here, k ≡ |k|. While subhalos are generally triaxial, pro-
jection effects and ensemble-averaging over all possible
orientations and sizes of the subhalos’ ellipticity imply
that the average convergence profile is close to circularly
symmetric, hence our first assumption. Our second point
amounts to assuming that the small area of the lens plane
probed by strong lensing images is typical of other nearby
lines of sight. With these assumptions, the Fourier trans-
form of the subhalo convergence profile is
κ˜(k) =
∫
d2r e−ik·rκˆ(r)
= 2pi
∫
dr r J0(k r)κˆ(r), (26)
where J0(x) is the 0th order Bessel function.
The last step of the calculation is to reinstate the aver-
ages over subhalo mass and internal properties. We can
write the total substructure convergence power spectrum
as the sum of the 1-subhalo and 2-subhalo terms,
Psub(k) = P1sh(k) + P2sh(k), (27)
where the 1-subhalo term P1sh(k) takes the form
P1sh(k) =
(2pi)2κ¯sub
〈m〉Σcrit
∫
dmdqm2 Pm(m) Pq(q|m)
×
[∫
dr rJ0(k r)κˆ(r,q)
]2
(28)
(the subscript i has been dropped since it is now super-
fluous) and the 2-subhalo term takes the form
P2sh(k) =
(2pi)2κ¯2sub
〈m〉2 Pss(k)
[∫
dmdqmPm(m)Pq(q|m)
×
∫
dr rJ0(k r)κˆ(r,q)
]2
. (29)
The amplitude of the 1-subhalo term is approximately
given by P1sh(k) ∝ κ¯submeff , where the quantity meff ≡
〈m2〉/〈m〉 has been referred to as the “effective mass” in
the lensing literature [92–94]. This specific mass scale
constitutes the primary dependence of the substructure
power spectrum on the subhalo mass function, so we ex-
pect it to be one of the most constrained quantities with
actual observations. The amplitude of the 1-subhalo term
can be approximated as P1sh(k) ≈ κ¯submeff/Σcrit. For a
typical gravitational lens with 0.003 < κ¯sub < 0.03 [64],
meff ∼ 107M, and Σcrit ∼ 3 × 109M/kpc2 (given our
choices for the source and lens redshift), we thus expect
P1sh(k) ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 kpc2 (30)
for scales larger than the typical size of a subhalo. On
the other hand, the amplitude of the 2-subhalo term is
approximately P2sh(k) ∝ κ¯2subPss(k), with very little de-
pendence on the subhalo mass function. Given that typ-
ically κ¯sub  1 and that Pss(k) can be important only on
scales larger than the typical subhalo spatial separation,
this term is generally subdominant compared to the 1-
subhalo term, except maybe on larger scales, depending
on the size of Pss(k).
Having derived the general expression for the lens
plane-averaged substructure power spectrum, we can now
apply it to realistic subhalo populations by specifying
the probability distributions P(r,m,q) and the subhalo
convergence profile κ(r,m,q). For definiteness, we make
the following choices throughout the rest of this paper
whenever we present numerical results: we assume a lens
galaxy at redshift z = 0.5 with virial mass and radius
Mvir = 1.8 × 1012 M, Rmax = 409 kpc, and Einstein
radius b = 6.3 kpc. We take the source to be at z = 1.
III. TRUNCATED NAVARRO-FRENK-WHITE
SUBHALO POPULATION
A. Characteristics of the subhalo population
In this section we compute the substructure power
spectrum for a realistic population of smoothly truncated
Navarro-Frenk-White subhalos. We are particularly in-
terested in the strong lensing region, namely the region
bounded more or less by the Einstein radius of the lens.
Reference [80] performed a detailed analysis of the statis-
tics of subhalo populations in strong lenses by looking at
both the “local” (close to the Einstein radius of the host)
and “distributed” (extending past the host virial radius)
populations of subhalos and looking at their relative ef-
fects on lensing observables such as the lensing potential,
deflection, shear and convergence. They found that the
substructure contribution at a typical image position is
largely dominated by the local subhalos.
The NFW density profile [45] has been found to pro-
vide a good fit to simulated CDM halos and is widely used
to model the distribution of dark matter within galax-
ies and their satellites. This density profile (see Fig. 1)
has an inner slope that goes as R−1 until it reaches the
scale radius rs, where the slope steepens to R
−3. For-
mally, the NFW density profile leads to a divergent total
subhalo mass. However, we expect tidal interactions to
provide a finite truncation radius for a realistic subhalo
orbiting within its host galaxy, hence leading to a finite
subhalo mass. Here, we adopt the following truncated
NFW profile (tNFW) [95] for our subhalos:
ρtNFW(R) =
mNFW
4piR(R+ rs)2
(
r2t
R2 + r2t
)
, (31)
which is also shown in Fig. 1. Here, R is the three-
dimensional distance from the center of the subhalo and
7rt is the tidal radius. Observe that for R rt, the den-
sity profile decays quickly as R−5. Basically, our trun-
cation scheme is meant to reflect that any dark matter
particles outside rt are tidally stripped as the subhalo un-
dergoes a full orbit within its host. The tidal radius thus
evolves in time, generally getting smaller as the subhalo
orbits within the tidal field of the host.
Projecting Eq. (31) along the line of sight leads to the
following convergence profile for a tNFW subhalo [95]
κtNFW(x) =
mNFW
Σcritr2s
τ2
2pi(τ2 + 1)2
[
τ2 + 1
x2 − 1(1− F (x))
+ 2F (x)− pi√
τ2 + x2
+
τ2 − 1
τ
√
τ2 + x2
L(x)
]
,
(32)
where
x =
r
rs
, τ =
rt
rs
, (33)
F (x) =
cos−1(1/x)√
x2 − 1 , (34)
L(x) = ln
(
x√
τ2 + x2 + τ
)
. (35)
The scale mass mNFW is related to the total subhalo
mass m via the relation [95]
m =
mNFWτ
2
(τ2 + 1)2
[
(τ2 − 1) ln(τ) + τpi − (τ2 + 1)] . (36)
The parameter τ is similar to the concentration param-
eter, cvir = Rvir/rs, which measures how concentrated
the mass of a halo is since most of the mass is contained
within rs. The tidal radius and virial radius are not nec-
essarily the same however, so cvir 6= τ .
In the notation of Sec. II, the internal structure
parameters for a truncated NFW subhalo are simply
q = {rs, rt}. Here, we adopt the following phenomeno-
logical relations between the internal structure parame-
ters and the subhalo mass and position [80]:
rs = rs,0
(
m
m0
)γ
, (37)
rt = rt,0
(
m
m0
)1/3(
r3D
r3D,0
)ν
, (38)
where we adopt below a fiducial value of γ = 1/3 [96, 97],
and ν is a parameter that depends on the density profile
of the host; for an isothermal profile ν = 2/3, while ν = 1
for a subhalo outside the scale radius of an NFW host
[80]. The quantity r3D is the three-dimensional distance
between the subhalo and the center of the host galaxy,
and rs,0 and rt,0 are, respectively, the scale and trunca-
tion radii for a subhalo of mass m0 at position r3D,0. For
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FIG. (1): Density profile for a regular NFW profile
(dashed red) and a truncated NFW profile (blue) for
τ = 15 and m = 106 M. The dotted and dashed-dotted
gray lines represent the scale and tidal radius, respec-
tively.
a pivot mass m0 = 10
6 M, we adopt rs,0 = 0.1 kpc [96],
rt,0 = 1 kpc, and r3D,0 = 100 kpc [84, 98].
In order to apply the result from the previous section,
we need to know the distribution Pq(rs, rt|m), which we
assume can be written as
Pq(rs, rt|m) = Ps(rs|m)Pt(rt|m). (39)
We model the distribution for scale radii assuming that
the scatter in the scale radius-mass relation Eq. (37) is
normally distributed such that
Ps(rs|m) = N
(
rs,0
(
m
m0
)γ
, σrsrs,0
(
m
m0
)γ)
, (40)
whereN (µ, σ) is a Gaussian probability distribution with
mean µ and standard deviation σ, and σrs is the frac-
tional scatter about the scale radius-mass relation given
in Eq. (37). We take σrs = 0.2 throughout the rest of
this paper, but we note that this specific choice has very
little impact on our results.
Noting that r23D = r
2 + h2, where h is the projection
of r3D along the line of sight and r is the projection onto
the lens plane, the distribution of tidal radii marginalized
over h can be written as
Pt(rt|m, r) = 1
Z
∫
dh P3D
(√
r2 + h2
)
(41)
δ
(
rt − rt,0
(
m
m0
)1/3(√
r2 + h2
r3D,0
)ν)
,
where P3D is the three-dimensional distribution of sub-
halos within the lens galaxy and Z is a normalization
factor equal to the projection integral,
Z ≡
∫
dh P3D(
√
r2 + h2) = Pr(r). (42)
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FIG. (2): Subhalo mass function (Eq. 44) for different
values of the power-law index β.
Under the assumption that the projected distribution
of subhalos is uniform, the radial distribution of subhalos
is simply equal to the inverse area of the strong lensing
region, Pr = 1/A. The choice of P3D to obtain this is
not unique. However, in the limit that the strong lensing
region is probing only a small projected area of the host
lens galaxy, we can obtain a unique expression for Pt
even when the distribution of subhalos is nonuniform.
As shown in Appendix A, the integral in Eq. (41) can be
performed in this limit to yield
Pt(rt|m) = 1
νRmax
r3D,0
rt
[(m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]1/ν
. (43)
In the following we model the host as being isothermal,
for which ν = 2/3 as stated above. Note that Pt has
no dependence on the subhalo position within the host,
consistent with the assumptions used in Sec. II.
Lastly, we express the mass probability distribution as
a power-law function [84]
dNsub
dm
= a0
(
m
m∗
)β
, (44)
where β = −1.9 and m∗ = 2.52 × 107 M. This mass
function is illustrated in Fig. 2 for different choices of
β. We note that the constant a0, which normalizes the
subhalo mass function, and the average convergence κ¯sub
are proportional to one another as per Eq. (14). Typ-
ical gravitational lenses have an average convergence in
the range 0.003 < κ¯sub < 0.03 [64], so we normalize the
subhalo mass function such that κ¯sub = 0.02.
Although we do not require the convergence field to
be Gaussian, nor do we assume it, we do limit the large
non-Gaussian contributions from the few most massive
subhalos by setting an appropriate upper bound on the
subhalo mass range included in our analysis. In practice,
the maximum subhalo mass to include in the substruc-
ture convergence power spectrum calculation should be
dictated by the data set used to measure it. Indeed, the
spatial resolution, pixel size, and the signal-to-noise ratio
of the data specifies a subhalo mass sensitivity threshold
below which a statistically significant direct detection of
a subhalo is unlikely. For high-quality space-based opti-
cal data, this threshold could be as low as ∼ 108 M [77],
while for interferometric data it could reach ∼ 107 M
[74]. Here, we adopt a fiducial value of mhigh = 10
8 M.
The minimum subhalo mass we consider is mlow = 10
5
M. As we will show below, the specific choice of mlow
is largely inconsequential as long as mlow  mhigh.
B. Power spectrum: 1-subhalo term
We can now apply the formalism developed in Sec.
II to a population of tNFW subhalos to study how the
abundance, density profile, radial distribution, and sub-
halo sizes affect the the convergence power spectrum. In
this case, Eq. (28) for the 1-subhalo term becomes
P1sh(k) =
κ¯sub
〈m〉Σcrit
∫
dm m2 Pm(m)
∫
drs drt Ps(rs|m)
× Pt(rt|m) |κ˜(k, rs, rt)|2. (45)
1. Analytical discussion
For typical Poisson realizations of a population of
spherically symmetric tNFW subhalos, we expect the
behavior of the 1-subhalo term to depend mostly on
three quantities: a low-k power spectrum amplitude, a
turnover scale ktrunc corresponding approximately to the
size of the largest subhalos, and an asymptotic high-k
slope dictated by the small-r behavior of the subhalo
density profile, which takes over for k  kscale (defined
below).
For small k values, we expect the 1-subhalo contribu-
tion to the power spectrum to plateau to a constant value
since taking k → 0 makes J0(kr) → 1 in Eq. (28), in
which case κ and P1sh are k-independent. Another way
to understand this low-k plateau is to realize that subha-
los can be modeled as point masses, i.e. κˆi = δ
(2)(r− ri),
on scales larger than the biggest subhalo’s truncation ra-
dius, hence leading to P1sh(k) = κ¯sub〈m2〉/(〈m〉Σcrit).
With κ¯sub = 0.02 and our choice for the mass function
parameters described above, we expect a low-k amplitude
of ∼ 10−4 kpc2.
As k is increased, the power spectrum begins prob-
ing the actual density profile of the subhalos, leading to
a suppression of the power compared to the pure point-
mass case. This turnover scale is determined by the trun-
cated size of the largest subhalos, since this is the largest
scale in the problem relevant to the 1-subhalo term. We
therefore expect that this turnover is going to occur near
a scale that corresponds to the inverse of the tidal radius
of the largest subhalo: ktrunc ≡ 1/rt,max.
As k is further increased, the 1-subhalo term probes
the intermediate scales between the typical truncation
9and scale radii of the tNFW subhalo population. Finally,
we expect the convergence power spectrum to asymptote
to a power-law behavior at large k where it is probing
scales deep within the NFW scale radius. This power
law can be determined by finding the small-x limit of the
convergence profile given in Eq. (32),
κtNFW(x) −→ mNFW
2pir2s Σcrit
(
ln
(
2
x
)
− 1
)
, x 1, (46)
and taking the (2D) Fourier transform, which leads to
κ˜tNFW(k) −→ 1
(k rs)2
, krs  1. (47)
This implies that P1sh(k) ∝ 1/k4 for krs  1. We ex-
pect the power spectrum to reach this slope at a scale
below that of the smallest scale radii in the popula-
tion. It is therefore useful to define the wave number
kscale ≡ 1/rs,min beyond which the convergence power
spectrum is a simple power law determined by the inner
density profile of the subhalos.
2. Numerical results
Before ensemble-averaging over Ps and Pt, it is infor-
mative to consider the shape of the convergence power
spectrum for specific values of rs(m) and rt(m). Making
the following choices:
Ps(rs|m) = δ
(
rs − rs,0
(
m
109 M
)γ)
, (48)
Pt(rt|m) = δ(rt − 15rs), (49)
the 1-subhalo term takes the simple form
P1sh(k) =
κ¯sub
〈m〉Σcrit
∫
dm m2 Pm(m) |κ˜(k,m)|2. (50)
Note that Eq. (49) is equivalent to having a constant ratio
for τ = rt/rs = 15, which is not generally the case. From
our expressions for the scale and tidal radius we expect τ
to lie in the range ≈ 1− 25, depending on subhalo mass
and position.
Figure 3 3 shows the power spectrum defined in
Eq. (50). Panel (a) displays the features discussed in
the preceding section, which have the expected behav-
ior. The asymptotic low-k amplitude is 1.2 × 10−4 kpc2
and matches the amplitude of the power spectrum of a
population of point masses (black) with the same mass
function. The truncation scale, which for rt,max ' 7 kpc
is ktrunc = 0.14 kpc
−1 (dashed-dotted gray), very closely
matches the scale at which the power spectrum turns
over, consistent with the fact that this scale corresponds
to the sizes of the largest subhalos. Furthermore, past
kscale = 21.5 kpc
−1 (gray) the large-k behavior matches
a power law 1/k4 (dashed red), which again matches our
expectation since in this regime we are within the scale
radius of even the smallest subhalos i.e., where the tNFW
convergence goes as Eq. (46).
In the remaining panels we vary several parameters of
relevance to the power spectrum. Panel (b) shows the ef-
fect of changing the density profiles of subhalos by chang-
ing τ . When we increase τ , we are keeping rs and m fixed
while increasing rt, which means that the subhalo size is
increasing and subhalos are becoming less concentrated
toward the center. This has the effect of decreasing power
on small scales and decreasing ktrunc.
Panels (c) and (d) both reflect changes in the subhalo
mass function: the former shows the result of varying
mhigh and mlow, and the latter, the effect of making the
power law shallower. Both changes affect the low-k am-
plitude as well as the distribution of power and slope
on scales larger than ktrunc; to disentangle these two ef-
fects we keep the quantity κ¯submeff = κ¯sub〈m2〉/〈m〉 fixed
while changing the mass function, which makes the low-
k amplitude remain the same. In this manner, we can
isolate the effects of the subhalo mass function on the
shape of the convergence power spectrum at high k. In
Panel (c) we see that decreasing mhigh by an order of
magnitude adds power on small scales. Indeed, removing
the largest subhalos and redistributing their mass among
smaller subhalos causes an increase in ktrunc, which adds
power on small scales. Panel (c) also illustrates the im-
pact of increasing mlow from 10
5M to 106M. The
resulting change to the convergence power spectrum is
rather small, reflecting the fact that the more massive
subhalos tend to dominate the behavior of the power
spectrum. This also implies that the convergence power
spectrum shows little sensitivity to the low-mass cutoff
of the mass function. Finally, Panel (d) shows that, by
making the power law shallower, we are reducing power
on small scales. To understand this effect, we refer the
reader to Fig. 2, where one can see that by making the
slope shallower, we are decreasing the number of low-
mass subhalos and are in fact increasing the number of
subhalos more massive than the pivot mass. Note that
despite the change in the shape of the power spectrum
on intermediate scales, the spectra still match the 1/k4
power law of the fiducial case at k & kscale.
Having gained some intuition into how different pa-
rameters in our model affect the power spectrum, we can
move on to the more general case where we perform en-
semble averages over the two intrinsic subhalo parame-
ters: rs and rt. The 1-subhalo power spectrum in this
case is shown in Fig. 4. The fiducial model – shown in
black in both panels – corresponds to the parameter val-
ues for Pt and Ps, given in Eqs. (40) and (43)), ν = 2/3
(isothermal lens) and γ = 1/3.
In each panel we show the effect of changing one of
these parameters. Panels (a) and (b) reflect changes in ν
and γ, respectively. It is immediately obvious from Panel
(a) that changing the index ν has little impact on the
convergence power spectrum, beside from a slight redis-
tribution of power at intermediate and small scales. This
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FIG. (3): The 1-subhalo term of the convergence power spectrum of a population of truncated NFW subhalos. The
solid blue line that appears in every subfigure represents the fiducial model with τ = 15, 105 M ≤ m ≤ 108 M,
rs given by Eq. (37) with γ = 1/3, and dNsub/dm given by Eq. (44) with β = −1.9. Panel (a) shows the features
outlined in Sec. III B 1: the low-k amplitude of the power spectrum matches that of a population of point masses
(solid black); the high-k slope is proportional to 1/k4 (dashed red); ktrunc ≡ 1/rt,max = 0.14 kpc−1 (dotted-dashed
gray); and kscale ≡ 1/rs,min = 21.5 kpc−1 (solid gray). The dotted green line corresponds to the fitting function
described by Eqs. (51) - (56). In Panels (b) - (d) we change one parameter in the fiducial model while leaving the
others unchanged. (b): changing τ by keeping rs unchanged but increasing rt. (c): decreasing (increasing) mhigh
(mlow) by an order of magnitude. (d): decreasing the slope of the mass function down to β = −1.3. In Panels (c)
and (d) κ¯submeff is held constant as the parameters are varied, where meff ≡ 〈m2〉/〈m〉. Note the different horizontal
axis in Panel (a) and Panels (b) - (d).
means that the power spectrum will have limited sensi-
tivity to the host galaxy’s density profile; on the other
hand, it also means that uncertainties on the density pro-
file of the host will not prevent the power spectrum from
being an effective tool to study subhalo populations.
Panel (b) of Fig. 4 demonstrates that the power law in
the scale radius-mass relation can have a significant im-
pact on the small-scale substructure convergence power
spectrum. As we increase γ, the minimum scale radius
decreases quickly, and so kscale increases. In fact rs,min
decreases by an order of magnitude as we change γ from
1/4 to 1/2. This has the effect of adding power on small
scales, as discussed in Sec. III B 1.
Another natural parameter to vary would be the scat-
ter in the scale radius-mass relationship, σrs . However,
for a scatter of 20% or less, the impact on the convergence
power spectrum is much smaller than the change associ-
ated with varying the index γ, and we therefore do not
show it here. We also note that for a scatter larger than
∼ 20%, the approximate model presented in Eq. (40)
likely breaks down at small subhalo masses, and should
be replaced by a more realistic distribution of Ps(rs|m).
We find that the 1-subhalo term for a population of
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FIG. (4): Ensemble-averaged 1-subhalo term for a population of truncated NFW halos. The black line that appears
in both panels has parameter values equal to the fiducial model in Fig. 3 (except for τ , which we do not fix). There
are two additional parameters: ν = 2/3 and σrs = 0.2. Panel (a) varies the power-law dependence of the tidal radius
on r3D, Eq. (38). Panel (b) varies the power law of the scale radius-mass relation, Eq. (37).
tNFW halos is well fit by a function of the form
P1sh(k) =
g0
1 + g1k + (g2k)
2
+ (g3k)
3
+ (g4k)
4 , (51)
where
g0 =
κ¯sub〈m2〉
Σcrit〈m〉 , (52)
g1 =
(1/3)
γ
〈τ〉rs,max
2pi
, (53)
g2 =
(
(1/3)
γ
)2 〈τ〉rs,max
2pi
, (54)
g3 = rs,max, (55)
g4 =
〈m2〉∫ dmdrt drsm2Pm(m)Ps(rs|m)Pt(rt|m)
r4s
(
τ2
(τ2+1)2
[(τ2−1) ln(τ)+τpi−(τ2+1)]
)2 . (56)
As shown, the parameters gi are determined by the trun-
cation, the scale radius, the mass function, and the mass-
concentration relation. We note that this fit works best
for values of γ ≤ 1/3, and starts deviating from the
“true” curve for higher values of γ. In the above, we
have defined
〈τ〉 ≡
∫
dmdrt drsPm(m)Ps(rs|m)Pt(rt|m)rt
rs
. (57)
The fitting function is shown as a dotted green line in
Panel (a) of Fig. 3.
C. Power spectrum: 2-subhalo term
To find the total power spectrum we have to include
the contribution of the 2-subhalo term, given by Eq. (29).
As explained in Ref. [99], the 2-subhalo term receives con-
tributions from two distinct effects. First, subhalos have,
in general, a nonuniform spatial distribution (Pr(r) from
Eq. (6)) due to their interaction with the potential well
of their host halo. This so-called “host” contribution
simply reflects the fact that subhalos can be gravitation-
ally bound to their host lens galaxy, hence leading to a
local enhancement of the convergence’s two-point func-
tion. Second, subhalos can form self-bound groups orbit-
ing their host galaxy. Due to tidal interactions with the
latter, however, these subhalo groups are not expected
to survive for more than a few dynamical times, [99] and
we thus foresee their contribution to be subdominant.
So far, this contribution to ξss(r) has not been measured
nor extracted from simulations, at least at the mass scale
of interest (see Ref. [100] for a measurement on cluster
scales.). Due to this, we focus below on the host con-
tribution, but the reader should keep in mind that the
subhalo group contribution should be added in order to
get a fully accurate estimate of the 2-subhalo term.
As an illustrative example, we choose a radial distribu-
tion of subhalos that is cored and decays as 1/r for large
r,
Pr(r) = 1
2pi(a+ r)
(
Rmax + a log
(
a
a+Rmax
)) , (58)
where a = 10 kpc correponds to the core size. The total
power spectrum Psub(k) is shown in Fig. 5, together with
the individual contribution of the 1- and 2-subhalo terms.
On large scales, for k . 0.1 kpc−1 = 1/a, the 2-subhalo
term dominates, adding power and changing the low-k
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FIG. (5): Full convergence power spectrum (magenta)
and individual contributions from the 1-subhalo (blue)
and 2-subhalo (green) terms, where the radial subhalo
distribution used to calculate the 2-subhalo term is given
by Eq. (58).
slope from a constant to a power law. On small scales,
however, the 1-subhalo term dominates (as expected),
and the addition of the 2-subhalo term leaves the power
spectrum unchanged. Note that the oscillations at small
k come from having Pr(r) nonzero over a finite region in
the lens plane.
IV. TRUNCATED CORED SUBHALO
POPULATION
In Sec. II we applied the convergence power spectrum
formalism to a population of truncated NFW subhalos,
since CDM halos in simulations seem to universally have
NFW density profiles. We now apply the same method-
ology to a population of subhalos whose density profiles
approximate what we expect SIDM subhalos to look like:
cored at the center and with a large-r behavior similar
to NFW. The idea is to gauge the extent to which the
power spectrum differs for NFW and cored profiles, which
could be indicative of the utility of this observable in dis-
cerning between CDM and a different dark matter sce-
nario in which halos are predicted to have cores instead,
like SIDM. As we have emphasized in preceding sections,
there are essentially two types of ingredients that go into
the convergence power spectrum: the statistical proper-
ties of the subhalo population and the internal subhalo
parameters, which determine the surface mass density
profile.
With respect to the first point, SIDM N-body simu-
lations have shown that, at least in the case of elastic
scattering with cross section σ/m . 1 cm2/g, the spatial
distribution and number density of subhalos are largely
unchanged [39–42]. Indeed, we expect that the subhalo
distribution on the lens plane will be largely intact with
respect to the CDM case since the volume occupied from
the outskirts of the lens galaxy to the edge of its cen-
tral region, where dark matter self-interactions can play
a role, is many orders of magnitude larger than the vol-
ume occupied by the host’s core itself; in fact the latter
makes up about ∼ 2% of the total line-of-sight volume.
Furthermore, simulations find that there is essentially no
change to the subhalo mass function for moderate dark
matter self-interaction cross sections (at least down to
106 M; refer to Fig. 6 of Ref. [39] to see both of these
points).
With respect to the second point, there is a stark con-
trast between CDM and SIDM dark matter halos due to
the appearance of a central core in the latter. A common
cored density profile is the Burkert profile [101],
ρb(R) =
mb
4pi(R+ rb)(R2 + r2b)
, (59)
where rb is the core radius, and the scale mass mb is the
mass within the core. Here we set rb = p rs, where p is a
constant that represents the size of the core as a fraction
of the scale radius. Furthermore, we also add a smooth
truncation term, resulting in a profile of the form
ρtBurk(R) =
mb
4pi(R+ p rs)(R2 + p2r2s )
(
r2t
R2 + r2t
)
,
(60)
where the total mass of the subhalo with this profile is
given by
m = mb
τ2
(
pi(p− τ)2 + 4τ2 log [ pτ ])
4(p4 − τ4) . (61)
We call this a truncated Burkert (tBurk) profile. Note
that for a given p, the intrinsic parameters for the tBurk
subhalos are the same as for the tNFW ones: q = {rs, rt}.
This profile is shown in Fig. 6, where we show the tNFW
profile and tBurk profile for p = 0.7. This choice for
p is motivated by the fact that Ref. [40] finds that for
them, rb in Eq. (59) corresponds to the CDM rs value
of rb = 0.7rs. The tBurk profile exhibits a characteristic
bump expected in SIDM halos, which is due to the redis-
tribution of mass at the halo center caused by injecting
kinetic energy from the outskirts of the halo towards the
inner regions [34].
Using Eq. (60) we find an analytic expression for the
convergence:
κtBurk(x) =
mb
8piΣcritr2s
τ2
{
pi
(
2p
√
1
τ2+x2
p4 − τ4 −
√
1
x2−p2
p(τ2 + p2)
−
√
1
x2+p2
p3 − pτ2
)
+
2 arctan
[
p√
x2−p2
]
√
x2 − p2(p3 + pτ2)−
2 tanh−1
[
p√
p2+x2
]
√
x2 + p2(p3 − pτ2) +
4τ tanh−1
[
τ√
x2+τ2
]
√
x2 + τ2(p4 − τ4)
}
,
(62)
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FIG. (6): Density profile for a truncated NFW profile
(solid blue) and a truncated Burkert profile (solid green)
for τ = 15, p = 0.7, and m = 106 M. The gray dot-
ted and dashed-dotted lines represent the scale and tidal
radius, respectively.
where again x = r/rs and τ = rt/rs (refer to Appendix
B for details).
As stated above, we are assuming that the spatial dis-
tribution of subhalos within the host dark matter halo
remains essentially intact in going from CDM to SIDM.
Under this assumption, the 2-subhalo term should re-
main unchanged in going from one dark matter scenario
to the other. Of course, realistically it is likely that the 2-
subhalo term would actually be different to some extent:
as subhalos orbit the host, the friction felt between the
parent halo and the smaller subhalos would have an effect
on the correlation of subhalo positions, especially since
this effect would affect different subhalo orbits asymmet-
rically.
Assuming the 2-subhalo term to be the essentially same
as in the tNFW case, we focus the rest of this section on
the expected redistribution of power on small scales in
the 1-subhalo term. In the forthcoming discussion we
will therefore explore the extent of this high-k difference
between the two density profiles we’ve chosen to be rep-
resentative of each dark matter scenario.
We follow an identical procedure to the tNFW case
to determine the 1-subhalo term of the power spectrum,
which is shown in Fig. 7. We also show, for reference,
the fiducial tNFW case shown in blue in Fig. 3. There
is a slight increase in power with respect to the tNFW
population on intermediate scales due to the redistribu-
tion of mass as the core forms, followed by the expected
decrease in power on small scales due to the actual core.
Despite these differences, we note that the changes of
the substructure convergence power spectrum on scales
ktrunc . k . kscale in going from the tNFW to the tBurk
case is well within the variation allowed by varying the
statistical properties of the subhalo population, i.e., the
different effects shown across Figs. 3 and 4. This implies
that measurements of the power spectrum on these scales
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FIG. (7): 1-subhalo power spectrum for a population of
tNFW subhalos (solid blue; same fiducial model as in Fig.
3) and tBurk subhalos (solid green). We also show ktrunc
(dotted-dashed gray) and kscale (solid gray), as well as
the k  kscale behavior of both power spectra.
are unlikely to distinguish between a cored or cusped sub-
halo profile.
On even smaller scales k  kscale, the tBurk power
spectrum P1sh(k) begins to significantly deviate from its
tNFW counterpart. Indeed, since the Fourier transform
of the truncated Burkert profile behaves as
κ˜tBurk(k)→ 8(p
4 − τ4)
τ2
(
pi(p− τ)2 + 4τ2 log [ pτ ]) 1(k p rs)4 , (63)
for k p rs  1, the 1-subhalo term for a population
of cored subhalos goes as P1sh(k) ∝ 1/k8 for large k,
much steeper than the 1/k4 expected for NFW subhalos.
Therefore, if at all measurable (see discussion below), the
slope of the power spectrum on these scales could be deci-
sive in determining the inner density profile of subhalos,
which in turn could shed light on the particle nature of
dark matter.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a general formalism
to study the two-point correlation function of the con-
vergence field due to subhalo populations in strong grav-
itational lenses, keeping in mind that the observables for
these types of problems tend to be photon count or sur-
face brightness maps that exhibit multiple images due
to the light from a background source (e.g. a quasar or
a galaxy) having been warped by a massive foreground
object, namely the gravitational lens. We have explored
in depth how different subhalo population properties af-
fect the substructure convergence field, as well as how it
differs for two alternative dark matter scenarios: CDM,
which we have represented as a population of tNFW sub-
halos, and SIDM, where we used a truncated generalized
Burkert profile to represent the subhalo population.
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Using the CDM scenario as our baseline, we found that
the form of the 1-subhalo term is largely determined by
three key quantities: a low-k amplitude proportional to
κ¯sub〈m2〉/〈m〉, a turnover scale ktrunc where the power
spectrum starts probing the density profile of the largest
subhalos, and the wave number kscale corresponding to
the smallest scale radii beyond which the slope of the
power spectrum reflects the inner density profile of the
subhalos. We have shown that the first of these is directly
related to subhalo abundance and specific statistical mo-
ments of the subhalo mass function. On the other hand,
the turnover scale is determined by the average trunca-
tion radius of the largest subhalo included in the power
spectrum calculation. On scales ktrunc . k . kscale, there
is significant variability depending on the statistical prop-
erties of subhalos - i.e. changes to the tidal truncation, to
parameters pertaining to the subhalo mass function, or to
the scale radius-mass relation can shift the distribution
of power and slope on these scales in a rather degenerate
manner (see Figs. 3 and 4). This indicates that measure-
ments of the substructure convergence power spectrum
might not be able to distinguish between changes to these
different subhalo statistical properties.
For SIDM-like subhalos with a truncated Burkert pro-
file, much of the same discussion applies. While in gen-
eral the difference between the tNFW and tBurk power
spectra is well within the range allowed by varying sub-
halo population parameters (such as the mass function),
there is one defining characteristic that could set both
scenarios apart: the high-k slope. For a population of
cored, tBurk subhalos, the high-k slope is much steeper
than for tNFW, and goes as 1/k8 as opposed to the 1/k4
behavior of tNFW. While not discussed in this paper, we
note that a population of truncated isothermal (“pseudo-
Jaffe”, [102]) subhalos would lead to a shallower sub-
structure convergence power spectrum going as 1/k2 at
large wave numbers. Remarkably, the high-k (k & kscale)
slope appears robust to changes in other parameters that
govern the statistical properties of the subhalo popula-
tion, despite the variation at intermediate wave numbers.
Note that this is true even when taking into account
our lack of knowledge about the 2-subhalo term, since
it will not have a noticeable contribution on such small
scales. Therefore, determining the high-k slope of the
power spectrum would be of particular interest since it
would allow us to distinguish between cusped and cored
profiles, and more generally, to determine the average
small-r behavior of the subhalo density profile.
The Fisher forecast estimates of Ref. [85] (Fig. 5 in
their paper) seem to imply that ∼ 10 − 40 hour long
ALMA observations would be able to measure the am-
plitude of the power spectrum as well as ktrunc. However,
based on their results, it seems unlikely that these obser-
vations would be able to constrain the high-k slope of the
power spectrum. Therefore, although we may character-
ize the abundance of subhalos and the average size of the
largest unresolved subhalos with ALMA, it appears un-
likely that we will be able to fully constrain the average
density profile of subhalos. A measurement of the latter
would require a ∼ 10 pc-level resolution within an ob-
ject that is cosmologically distant from the Milky Way, a
very difficult observation indeed, but not necessarily out
of reach of very long baseline interferometry. Even if such
a measurement could be made, however, it is likely that
baryonic structures such as giant molecular clouds [103]
and globular clusters [104, 105] would contribute to the
convergence power spectrum on these scales and could
contaminate the signal on scales k & 10 kpc−1.
There are several potential future directions to the
work presented here. An immediate next step would be
to compare our analytical results to the substructure con-
vergence power spectrum extracted from high-resolution
simulations. Such a comparison could also allow us to ob-
tain a better estimate of the magnitude of the 2-subhalo
term, and help us determine whether it can become more
important than the 1-subhalo term on larger scales. It
would also be interesting to estimate the contribution
to the convergence power spectrum from baryonic struc-
tures and line-of-sight subhalos [106–108]. Our analysis
could also be improved by allowing the internal shape of
the subhalo density profile to vary as a function of mass
to take into account the fact that more massive subha-
los may be more affected by baryonic feedback (and thus
allowing them to form cores) than less massive subhalos.
In order to combine measurements from different strong
lenses, it will also be of primary importance to under-
stand how the substructure power spectrum depends on
the properties (e.g. redshift, concentration, stellar con-
tent, etc.) of the host lens galaxy [109].
In this paper, we have computed the lens plane-
averaged (that is, the monopole) substructure conver-
gence power spectrum since it is the quantity that is
most readily extracted from observations. However, since
lens galaxies are generally not spherically symmetric (see
e.g. Refs. [110, 111]), it is entirely possible that the sub-
structure power spectrum is not isotropic, and it might be
fruitful to also consider the higher multipoles of the power
spectrum, as it is done, for instance, in the case of the
galaxy power spectrum in large-scale structure surveys
(see e.g. Ref. [112]). By breaking rotational symmetry
a new relevant scale could arise in the power spectrum,
potentially breaking some of the degeneracy between dif-
ferent astrophysical parameters that was exhibited in the
power spectra we considered in this paper. In addition, it
is possible that non-Gaussian signatures encoded in the
higher n-point correlation functions could also contain
important information about mass substructures within
lens galaxies.
In conclusion, we have performed a detailed study of
the amplitude and shape of the substructure convergence
power spectrum within lens galaxies. We have shown
how important features of the subhalo population get im-
printed on the power spectrum. Based on the sensitivity
and resolution of near-future observations, it appears un-
likely that substructure power spectrum measurements
would be able to probe the inner density profile of dark
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matter subhalos. Nevertheless, such measurements will
provide some constraints on the abundance, mass func-
tion, and tidal truncation of low-mass subhalos within
lens galaxies, and thus constitute a key consistency test
of the standard CDM paradigm. In the event that the
measured substructure power spectrum significantly de-
viates from our CDM expectations, they may even shed
new light on the particle nature of dark matter.
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Appendix A: Deriving Pt
Let us consider a subhalo population that is uniformly
distributed. Starting with Eq. (41) and setting g(h) ≡
rt − rt,0
(
m
m0
)1/3 (√
r2+h2
r3D,0
)ν
, we obtain
Pt(rt|m, r) = 1
Z
∫
dh P3D(r3D) δ(g(h))
=
1
Z
1
2ARmax
∫
dh δ(g(h))
=
1
Z
1
2ARmax
2
|g′(hi)|
=
1
Rmax|g′(hi)| , (A1)
where hi is the solution of g(hi) = 0, and where we used
Z = 1/A. Then,
|g′(hi)| = ν rt
r23D,0
√
r23D,0
[(m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]2/ν
− r2
×
[(m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]−2/ν
. (A2)
where 0 ≤ r . b. Letting x2 = r23D,0
[(
m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]2/ν
,
we can do the following expansion:
√
x2 − r2 = x
√
1− r
2
x2
+ .... ≈ x, (A3)
where we have used the fact that x2  r2. In reality
this equality does not hold perfectly: when subhalos are
at 3D halo-centric distances close to (or below) the Ein-
stein radius, their tidal radius can be such that x2 is
comparable to (or less than) r2. However, we can take
advantage of the fact that the volume in which rt takes
on such small values makes up only ∼ 1% of the entire
line-of-sight volume within the host, so the number of
subhalos with these tidal radii will make up a minute
portion of the entire subhalo population after projection
onto the lens plane.
Then,
|g′(hi)| = ν rt
r3D,0
[(m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]−1/ν
(A4)
and plugging this into Eq. (A1),
Pt(rt|m) = 1
νRmax
r3D,0
rt
[(m0
m
)1/3 rt
rt,0
]1/ν
. (A5)
In fact Pt is unchanged in a case where Pr has some radial
dependence. Using as an example Pr(r) = (1/2pib)(1/r),
we obtain P3D(r) = (1/4pibRmax)(1/r). Then,
Pt(rt|m, r) = 1
Z
1
4pibRmax
∫
dh
1
r
δ(g(h))
=
2pibr
4pibRmaxr
2
|g′(hi)|
=
1
Rmax|g′(hi)| . (A6)
Appendix B: SIDM convergence profile
To normalize Eq. (60) (i.e., determine mb), we simply
integrate the profile out to infinity, which gives us Eq.
(61). To obtain the convergence profile, we calculate the
projection integral
κtBurk(r) =
1
Σcrit
∫ ∞
−∞
ρtBurk(
√
h2 + r2) dh, (B1)
where r is the 2D radial coordinate on the lens plane, h
is the line-of-sight coordinate, and thus R =
√
h2 + r2.
We can in fact simplify this expression by doing a slight
change of variables. We can rewrite Eq. (60) as
ρtBurk(y) =
mb
4pir3s
1
(p+ y)(p2 + y2)
(
τ2
y2 + τ2
)
, (B2)
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where y = R/rs and τ = rt/rs. Then, with l = h/rs and
x = r/rs,
κtBurk(x) =
rs
Σcrit
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(
√
l2 + x2) dl
=
mb
2piΣcritr2s
τ2
{
pi
(
2p
√
1
τ2+x2
p4 − τ4 −
√
1
x2−p2
p(τ2 + p2)
−
√
1
x2+p2
p3 − pτ2
)
+
2 arctan
[
p√
x2−p2
]
√
x2 − p2(p3 + pτ2)−
2 tanh−1
[
p√
p2+x2
]
√
x2 + p2(p3 − pτ2) +
4τ tanh−1
[
τ√
x2+τ2
]
√
x2 + τ2(p4 − τ4)
}
.
(B3)
Appendix C: Table of Constants and Variables
Constant or Variable Value Description
Mlens 1.8× 1012 M Lens mass
Rmax 409.6 kpc Maximum radius of the lens
b 6.3 kpc Einstein radius of the lens
Σcrit 3× 109 M/kpc2 Critical surface mass density
mhigh 10
8 M Upper bound for the subhalo mass
mlow 10
5 M Lower bound for the subhalo mass
m∗ 2.52× 107 M
β -1.9 Subhalo mass function slope
rs Subhalo scale radius
rs,0 0.1 kpc
rt Subhalo tidal radius
rt,0 1 kpc
r3D 3D halocentric distance to a subhalo
r3D,0 100 kpc
m0 10
6 M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